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Abstract: National Payment Switches (NPSs) and International Payment Switches (IPSs), including
major players such as SWIFT, Mastercard, and CHIPS, have become vital to the financial infrastructure,
facilitating secure and efficient transactions among local financial institutions. Nonetheless, the
growing adoption of digital payments has heightened the risk of financial fraud. Consequently, NPSs,
under the direct ownership of Central Banks (CBs), are increasingly adopting advanced technologies,
such as cognitive computing, to bolster their fraud detection capabilities in their respective countries.
This article delves into the role of cognitive computing in detecting financial fraud within NPSs. It
examines the advantages of cognitive computing in recognising patterns of fraudulent behaviour and
analysing vast amounts of data. Additionally, the study highlights the importance of focusing on how
cognitive computing can augment traditional fraud detection methods, such as rule-based systems
and data analytics. Nineteen real-world cases from eighteen countries are analysed, exploring the
cognitive computing tools employed by NPSs to identify fraudulent transactions. The challenges
and limitations of implementing cognitive computing in fraud detection and potential solutions to
address these issues are identified. The primary assumption that cognitive computing is crucial for
detecting financial fraud in NPSs is substantiated. Its ability to analyse large datasets and pinpoint
patterns of fraudulent behaviour proves invaluable for financial institutions seeking to protect
themselves against financial fraud in a progressively digital world. The conclusions drawn from the
overview of the cases aim to identify best practices, potentially trigger new benchmarking standards,
and facilitate the development of integrated cross-border solutions to combat financial fraud on a
global scale effectively. The purpose of this research is to examine the role of cognitive computing
in detecting financial fraud within NPSs, identify its advantages, challenges and limitations, and
provide real-world case examples.

Keywords: national payment switches; cognitive computing; financial fraud; fraud detection;
risk management

1. Introduction

This research aims to examine the role of cognitive computing in detecting financial
fraud within National Payment Switches (NPSs) and to identify its advantages, challenges,
and limitations in enhancing traditional fraud detection methods. The study also aims
to provide real-world examples of how cognitive computing is used in NPSs to identify
fraudulent transactions and t practices for implementing cognitive computing in fraud
detection. This research aims to integrate solutions to combat financial fraud effectively.

1.1. Payment Switches and Gateways in the Fintech Ecosystem

Payment Switches and Gateways are integral components of payment systems and,
more broadly, fintech ecosystems [1,2]. However, they play different roles in enabling and
facilitating digital payments. A Payment Switch is a central system connecting multiple
banks and financial institutions, allowing them to process and route payment transac-
tions [3]. Payment switches act as intermediaries between banks and financial institutions,
facilitating the exchange of payment instructions and settlement of funds. They provide a
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centralised infrastructure for payment processing, enabling efficient and secure payment
transactions [4]. A Payment Gateway technology platform facilitates online transactions
between customers and merchants. Payment gateways enable customers to make online
purchases by providing a secure payment processing system that authorises and processes
transactions in real time. Payment gateways typically integrate with multiple payment
methods, including credit and debit cards, e-wallets, and bank transfers, allowing cus-
tomers to choose their preferred payment method [5,6].

The main difference between payment switches and payment gateways is the scope
of their operations. Payment switches focus on facilitating payment transactions between
financial institutions, while payment gateways enable online transactions between cus-
tomers and merchants. Payment switches operate at a larger scale, handling large volumes
of transactions between multiple financial institutions, while payment gateways operate
at a smaller scale, facilitating transactions between individual customers and merchants.
The importance of payment switches and gateways for fintech ecosystems lies in their
ability to enable and facilitate digital payments [7,8]. The rise of fintech has led to an
increased demand for digital payment solutions, and payment switches and gateways
play a critical role in meeting this demand. They provide the necessary infrastructure
and technology to enable secure, efficient, and seamless payment transactions, driving
the growth of fintech ecosystems [9]. Furthermore, payment switches and gateways are
essential for promoting financial inclusion by making digital payments accessible to a
wider range of users, including those who are unbanked or underbanked. They provide a
convenient and cost-effective alternative to traditional payment methods, enabling users to
transact digitally from anywhere [10].

Given all the above reasons, Payment Switches and Gateways are crucial components
of Fintech ecosystems, enabling and facilitating digital payments at different levels. They
play complementary roles in providing the necessary infrastructure and technology to
support secure, efficient, and seamless payment transactions, driving the growth of fintech
and promoting financial inclusion. In general, National Payment Switches (NPSs) have
increasingly become an integral part of the financial infrastructure of many countries
worldwide, and this trend is reinforcing due to many factors. Central Banks directly
control/monitor local payment flows and reduce transaction costs. Most NPSs are owned
or directly controlled by the Central Banks [11,12].

These switches provide a secure and efficient way to conduct transactions between
financial institutions. The use of national payment switches has increased in recent years
due to the rising demand for digital payments. However, with the increased use of digital
payments, the risk of financial fraud has also increased. Another reason countries are
implementing national payment switches is to reduce the costs associated with using
International Payment Switches (IPSs). IPSs charge fees for processing transactions, which
can be high, particularly for smaller countries. Countries can reduce these costs and
improve their financial independence by implementing NPSs. Implementing NPSs has
also led to greater control over the payment system within a country. Indeed, they enable
Central Banks to monitor and manage payment transactions within their borders, providing
greater security and control [13,14].

There is a research gap in the literature and practice concerning the use of cognitive
computing in fraud detection within the fintech industry, particularly regarding the role
National and International Payment Switches can play. While cognitive computing has
been adopted to some extent, it has not yet been standardised across the industry, leading
to varying levels of success and implementation. By conducting an in-depth overview
of multiple cases, it may be possible to identify best practices and stimulate the devel-
opment of new benchmarking standards and integrated cross-border solutions to more
effectively prevent and detect fraud in fintech. The outcomes of this research, therefore,
target the tfollowing:

# Standardisation of cognitive computing practices can lead to more consistent results in
fraud detection, ensuring that financial institutions are better equipped to identify and
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prevent fraudulent activities. This standardisation could involve the development
of common protocols, algorithms, and data models that facilitate collaboration be-
tween different organisations and streamline the deployment of cognitive computing
technologies in fraud detection.

# Benchmarking standards, on the other hand, can help financial institutions gauge the
effectiveness of their fraud detection systems against industry leaders, thereby en-
couraging continuous improvement and innovation. These standards may encompass
various metrics, such as success rates in detecting fraud, reductions in false positives,
and improvements in decision-making speed and accuracy.

# Identifying best practices can provide valuable insights into the most effective meth-
ods for implementing cognitive computing in fraud detection. These practices might
address challenges such as data privacy and security, integrating cognitive computing
with existing systems, and training and upskilling personnel. Financial institutions
can learn from their peers by studying cases where cognitive computing has been suc-
cessfully deployed and adopt proven strategies to bolster their fraud detection efforts.

# Developing integrated cross-border solutions is essential in today’s interconnected
financial landscape. Fraudsters are increasingly operating across multiple jurisdic-
tions, making it vital for financial institutions to collaborate and share information to
combat these threats. By adopting cognitive computing tools and best practices that
enable seamless cross-border cooperation, financial institutions can more effectively
prevent and detect fraud on a global scale.

1.2. Cognitive Computing, NPSs, and Financial Frauds

Despite the NPSs’ benefits, the increasing use of digital payments has also increased
financial fraud. Fraudsters are becoming increasingly sophisticated, making it difficult
for traditional fraud detection methods to keep pace. It is where cognitive computing
comes in. Cognitive computing uses advanced technologies, including artificial intelligence
and machine learning, to simulate human thought processes. These technologies enable
computers to learn from data and improve their performance over time. In the context
of financial fraud detection, cognitive computing can analyse large amounts of data to
identify patterns of fraudulent behaviour [15–19].

NPSs can significantly enhance their fraud detection capabilities by implementing
cognitive computing. These technologies can identify and flag suspicious transactions,
reducing the risk of financial fraud. Furthermore, cognitive computing can also be used
to enhance traditional fraud detection methods, such as rule-based systems and data
analytics. Several countries have implemented cognitive computing in their national
payment switches to detect fraudulent transactions. For example, the Reserve Bank of
India has implemented a fraud detection system that uses machine learning algorithms to
identify suspicious transactions [20,21].

Similarly, the Central Bank of Nigeria has implemented a fraud detection system
that uses artificial intelligence to identify potentially fraudulent transactions. However,
implementing cognitive computing in fraud detection is not without its challenges. One of
the main challenges is the availability of high-quality data. Cognitive computing algorithms
rely on large datasets to learn from, and the quality of these datasets can impact the accuracy
of the algorithms. Furthermore, using cognitive computing raises concerns about privacy
and data protection [22].

Despite these challenges, the benefits of implementing cognitive computing in fraud
detection for NPSs are significant. These technologies can significantly enhance the ability
of financial institutions to detect and prevent financial fraud in an increasingly digital world.
Therefore, financial institutions must invest in cognitive computing to safeguard against
financial fraud and maintain the security and integrity of their payment systems [23].
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2. Materials and Methods

Existing relevant literature and case studies are reviewed to investigate the most
important techniques of cognitive computing applied by NPSs. It systematically searched
relevant academic and industry publications, including journals, conference proceedings,
and reports. The search is focused on identifying studies and articles that specifically
address the application of cognitive computing in fraud detection for Payment Switches.
The review then involved analysing and synthesising the findings from these studies, iden-
tifying the most common and effective techniques of cognitive computing used in payment
switches, and evaluating their effectiveness in detecting and preventing financial fraud.

The article was then developed using the following research framework (see
Table 1 below).

Table 1. Research Framework.

Step Description

1
Research question:
What are the most important techniques of cognitive computing applied by national and international payment switches
in fraud detection?

2

Literature review:
Identify relevant academic and industry publications, including journals, conference proceedings, and reports.
Search for studies and articles that specifically address the application of cognitive computing in fraud
detection for payment switches. Analyse and synthesise the findings from these studies, if any.

3
Data collection:
Collect data on the most common and effective techniques of cognitive computing used in payment switches.
Collect data on the effectiveness of these techniques in detecting and preventing financial fraud.

4

Data analysis:
Analyse the data collected on the most common and effective techniques of cognitive computing used in
payment switches.
Analyse the data collected on the effectiveness of these techniques in detecting and preventing financial fraud.
Identify patterns and trends in the data.

5

Results and findings:
Summarise the most common and effective techniques of cognitive computing used in payment switches.
Evaluate the effectiveness of these techniques in detecting and preventing financial fraud.
Provide recommendations for payment switches on optimising their use of cognitive computing in
fraud detection.

6

Conclusion:
Summarise the key findings of the research.
Discuss the implications of the findings for payment switches and the wider financial industry.
Identify areas for future research.

Given the above-outlined research framework, a suitable qualitative method for this
study is thematic analysis [24]. This method allows for identifying, analysing, and reporting
patterns or themes within the collected data. The method is flexible and can be used across
various data types, including those unstructured, the only consistently available for this
research (for confidentiality and know-how reasons, payment switches did not share
quantitative data). The process can be broken down into the following steps:

A. Familiarisation with the data by reviewing the literature on cognitive computing in
fraud detection for payment switches, including academic publications and industry
reports. It provided a foundation for understanding the context and key concepts.

B. Generation of initial codes. The literature review and data collection created a set of
initial codes to categorise the information. It included codes related to specific cognitive
computing techniques, their effectiveness, or challenges faced in implementation.

C. Search for themes: initial codes review and grouping them into broader themes that
capture the essence of the research question.
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D. Producing the report: With the themes established, findings are presented by dis-
cussing each theme in detail. The most common and effective techniques of cognitive
computing used in payment switches are presented. An evaluation of their effective-
ness in detecting and preventing financial fraud is performed.

E. Providing recommendations for payment switches on optimising their use of cogni-
tive computing in fraud detection.

3. Findings: Cognitive Computing Tools Adopted by National Payment Switches to
Tackle Financial Fraud

This literature review aims to provide an overview of the role of cognitive computing in
detecting financial fraud in national payment switches, analysing the benefits, challenges,
and limitations of the implementation of cognitive computing in fraud detection, and
examining real-world examples of national payment switches that have implemented
cognitive computing to detect fraudulent transactions.

Cognitive computing involves using artificial intelligence and machine learning al-
gorithms to analyse data and make informed decisions. In the context of financial fraud
detection, cognitive computing can help financial institutions identify fraudulent behaviour
patterns and detect fraudulent transactions in real time. By analysing large amounts of data,
cognitive computing can enhance traditional fraud detection methods such as rule-based
systems and data analytics [25]. One of the key benefits of cognitive computing in fraud
detection is its ability to analyse data in real time. It allows financial institutions to detect
fraudulent transactions as they occur, enabling them to take immediate action to prevent
further losses. Cognitive computing can also help financial institutions to identify pat-
terns of fraudulent behaviour that may not be detectable using traditional fraud detection
methods. It can help financial institutions detect and prevent new and emerging types
of fraud [26,27].

Implementing cognitive computing in fraud detection requires access to high-quality
data to train machine learning algorithms effectively. Financial institutions need to en-
sure that they have access to data from a wide range of sources, including transaction
data, customer data, and external data sources, to maximise the effectiveness of cognitive
computing in fraud detection. One of the main challenges associated with implementing
cognitive computing in fraud detection is the lack of transparency in machine learning
algorithms. Financial institutions must ensure that they clearly understand how machine
learning algorithms make decisions to address this challenge. Explainable AI (XAI) tech-
niques can help financial institutions understand the decision-making process of machine
learning algorithms [28–30]. Another challenge is the ongoing monitoring and maintenance
of machine learning models. Machine learning models must be monitored regularly to
ensure they remain accurate and effective in detecting financial fraud. Financial institutions
must also ensure they have the resources and expertise to maintain and update machine
learning models [31].

3.1. Central Banks and National Payment Switches an Ongoing Collaboration

Central Banks (CBs) play a critical coordinating role in reducing transaction costs
and preventing/detecting fraud in the payments ecosystem. They collaborate with local
National Payment switches to achieve these objectives. The coordinating role of CBs with
local NPSs is crucial in reducing transaction costs and preventing/detecting fraud. This col-
laboration helps to ensure the safety, efficiency, and soundness of the payments ecosystem,
which is essential for the smooth functioning of the economy [32,33].

Many factors support their collaboration: (a) developing and enforcing standards: CBs
work with NPSs to develop and enforce standards for payment systems. These standards
ensure that payment systems are interoperable, secure, and efficient. They also help reduce
transaction costs and prevent fraud [34]; (b) risk management: CBs work with NPSs to
identify and manage payment system risks. They develop and implement risk manage-
ment frameworks, including fraud prevention and detection measures, to ensure the safety
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and soundness of payment systems [35]; (c) monitoring and supervision: CBs monitor and
supervise NPSs to ensure compliance with regulations and standards. They also conduct
regular audits and assessments to identify and address any weaknesses or vulnerabilities
in the payment system [36]; (d) promoting competition: CBs work with NPSs to promote
competition in the payments market. They encourage the entry of new players, which can
help reduce transaction costs and improve the quality of services [37]; and (e) innovation
and technology: CBs work with NPSs to promote innovation and the adoption of new tech-
nologies. They encourage the development of new payment systems and services, which
can help reduce transaction costs and improve the efficiency and security of payments [38].

3.2. Real-World Examples of Cognitive Computing in Fraud Detection—Data Familiarisation

NPSs are crucial in cognitive computing applications, given their access to real-time
monitored Big Data. These systems provide secure and efficient transactions between
financial institutions, making them essential to a country’s financial infrastructure. NPSs
act as the central hub for all financial transactions in a country, facilitating the smooth
and seamless transfer of funds between different financial institutions [39]. Moreover,
NPSs are responsible for ensuring the security and integrity of financial transactions.
With the increasing use of digital payments, the risk of financial fraud has also increased,
necessitating the implementation of advanced technologies such as cognitive computing in
fraud detection. National payment switches have implemented cognitive computing to
enhance their fraud detection capabilities, allowing them to identify patterns of fraudulent
behaviour and detect fraudulent transactions in real time [40].

Implementing cognitive computing in fraud detection has enabled NPSs to detect and
prevent fraudulent transactions more effectively, safeguarding against financial fraud in an
increasingly digital world. By analysing large amounts of data and identifying patterns of
fraudulent behaviour, cognitive computing can help national payment switches to enhance
their fraud detection capabilities and maintain the security and integrity of financial trans-
actions. Several real-world examples demonstrate the benefits of implementing cognitive
computing in national payment switches [41].

The countries were selected based on data availability and information related to using
cognitive computing tools to detect financial fraud within National Payment Switches
(NPSs). Additionally, the studied countries represent a diverse range of NPSs, reflecting
different levels of development, regulatory frameworks, and fraud risks.

3.2.1. ACH (Automated Clearing House) (USA)

The ACH (Automated Clearing House) is the primary National Payment Switch in the
United States. It is an electronic payment switch system that facilitates the transfer of funds
between bank accounts in the United States. The ACH system is operated by the National
Automated Clearing House Association (NACHA), which sets the rules and standards for
ACH transactions. The ACH system enables various transactions, including direct deposit,
payroll processing, and vendor and consumer payments. Transactions processed through
the ACH system typically take one to two business days to settle. The ACH system is
an essential component of the US payments ecosystem, processing trillions of dollars in
transactions annually.

To prevent and detect financial fraud, ACH uses several cognitive computing tools,
including the following:

Risk management and assessment models: The ACH uses machine learning algorithms
to analyse transactional data and assess the risk of fraudulent activity. These models can
identify unusual or suspicious activity patterns, such as multiple transactions from a
single account in a short period or transactions significantly larger than usual. ACH
uses advanced risk management tools to monitor and analyse transaction data, identify
potential fraud, and prevent fraudulent transactions from being processed. The system
uses algorithms to detect anomalies and suspicious transactions and can flag transactions
for further investigation [42].
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Anomaly detection: ML-powered cognitive computing techniques identify anomalous
transactions outside the norm for a particular customer or account. These anomalies can be
detected by analysing data points such as transaction amounts, frequencies, and locations [43].

Network analysis: The ACH uses algorithms to analyse the relationships between
different accounts and identify potential fraud or money laundering patterns. This type of
analysis can help detect complex fraud schemes that involve multiple accounts [44].

User behaviour analysis: Machine learning algorithms can be used to analyse the
behaviour of individual users and detect changes or deviations from normal behaviour
patterns. It can help identify fraudulent activity, such as account takeovers or unauthorised
access to accounts [42].

3.2.2. Bancontact (Belgium)

Bancontact is a Belgian Electronic Payment Switch that allows customers to make
payments using their bank accounts. The system was launched in 1989 and has since
become one of the most popular payment methods in the country. Bancontact allows
customers to make payments directly from their bank accounts, which means they do not
need to enter their credit or debit card details when making a purchase. It reduces the risk
of fraud and makes the payment process faster and more convenient for customers [45–47].

Bancontact works by linking a customer’s bank account to their Bancontact account.
When a customer makes a payment, the funds are transferred directly from their bank
account to the merchant’s account. Customers can make payments using their smartphone,
tablet, or computer, and the system is compatible with a wide range of devices and plat-
forms [48]. Bancontact also offers a mobile app that allows customers to make payments
using their mobile devices. Bancontact is supported by over 20,000 merchants in Belgium
and is accepted at various online and offline retailers, including supermarkets, restaurants,
and petrol stations. Bancontact Company owns and operates the system, a joint venture
between several major Belgian banks. Bancontact is regulated by the National Bank of
Belgium and is subject to strict security standards to ensure the safety and privacy of
customer data [49].

To prevent or detect fraud in fintech, Bancontact uses various techniques based on
cognitive computing or machine learning. Some of these techniques are as follows:

Machine learning algorithms: Bancontact uses machine learning algorithms to detect
patterns and anomalies in transaction data. These algorithms can identify fraudulent
transactions by detecting patterns not typical of legitimate transactions [50].

Behavioural biometrics: Bancontact uses behavioural biometrics to authenticate users
and detect fraudulent activity. This technique analyses user behaviour patterns such as
typing speed, mouse movements, and scrolling patterns to identify suspicious activity [51].

Natural Language Processing (NLP): Bancontact uses NLP to detect and prevent fraud
in customer service interactions. NLP can help identify suspicious messages or calls by
analysing the language used and flagging potentially fraudulent activity [52].

Network analysis: Bancontact uses network analysis to identify potential fraud by
analysing the relationships between different accounts and transactions. It can help detect
complex fraud schemes that involve multiple accounts and transactions [53].

Predictive analytics: Bancontact uses predictive analytics to identify potential fraud
before it occurs. Predictive analytics can detect potential fraud and alert the relevant parties
by analysing past transaction data and identifying patterns [54].

3.2.3. BKM Express (Türkiye)

BKM Express is Türkiye’s primary National Payment Switch, operated by the Inter-
bank Card Center of Turkey (BKM). The system enables the processing of a wide range of
electronic payments, including credit and debit card transactions, online payments, and
mobile payments [55,56]. To prevent and detect financial fraud, BKM Express uses several
cognitive computing tools, including the following:
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Risk Management: BKM Express uses advanced risk management tools to monitor
and analyse transaction data, identify potential fraud, and prevent fraudulent transactions
from being processed. The system uses algorithms to detect anomalies and suspicious
transactions and can flag transactions for further investigation [57].

Fraud Detection and Prevention: BKM Express uses advanced fraud detection and
prevention tools to monitor transactions and identify potential fraud. The system uses
algorithms to analyse transaction data, identify unusual patterns or behaviours, and flag
potential fraud for further investigation [58].

Biometric Authentication: BKM Express has implemented biometric authentication
for mobile payments, which allows users to authorise payments using their fingerprints or
other biometric data. Biometric authentication provides a secure and convenient way for
users to authorise payments while reducing the risk of fraud [59].

Two-Factor Authentication: BKM Express requires users to provide two-factor authen-
tication for certain transactions, such as adding a new payment card or making a high-value
transaction. Two-factor authentication provides an additional layer of security to prevent
unauthorised transactions [60].

3.2.4. BPAY (Australia)

It is Australia’s primary National Payment Switch, operated by BPAY Group. The
system enables the processing of a wide range of electronic payments, including bill
payments, government payments, and other transactions. BPAY is Australia’s primary
National Payment Switch, operated by BPAY Group [61,62]. To prevent and detect financial
fraud, BPAY uses several cognitive computing tools, including the following:

Machine learning-based anomaly detection: BPAY uses machine learning algorithms
to detect anomalies in transaction data and flag potentially fraudulent transactions for
further investigation [63].

Natural language processing (NLP) for customer support: BPAY uses NLP to analyse
customer support requests and identify potential fraud attempts. By analysing language
patterns and sentiment, NLP can flag potential fraud before it occurs [64].

Data analytics for trend analysis: BPAY uses data analytics to analyse transactional
data and identify trends in fraudulent behaviour. It helps the company avoid emerging
fraud threats and prevents future attacks [63].

Real-time transaction monitoring: BPAY has implemented real-time monitoring sys-
tems that can detect potential fraud attempts as they occur. It allows the company to take
immediate action to prevent fraudulent transactions from being processed [64].

3.2.5. China UnionPay (China)

China UnionPay is the primary National Payment Switch in China, operated by China
UnionPay Co., Ltd, Shanghai, China. It was established in 2002 as a joint venture between
several major Chinese banks, including the Bank of China, Industrial and Commercial Bank
of China, China Construction Bank, and Agricultural Bank of China. As a payment switch,
China UnionPay provides interbank transaction settlement and payment services for bank
card issuers and acquirers in China. It operates a network of ATMs and nationwide point-
of-sale (POS) terminals, which accept UnionPay-branded bank cards, including debit and
credit cards. China UnionPay is also responsible for regulating and managing the issuance
and acceptance of bank cards in China, and it has played a key role in promoting the use of
electronic payments in the country. Recently, it has expanded its services beyond China
to other countries and regions, including Asia-Pacific, Europe, and North America [65,66].
To prevent and detect financial fraud, China UnionPay uses several cognitive computing
tools, including the following:

Advanced data analytics and machine learning: China UnionPay uses advanced data
analytics and machine learning techniques to analyse large amounts of real-time transaction
data and identify suspicious activity [67].
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Fraud detection rules and models: China UnionPay uses a variety of fraud detection
rules and models to identify potentially fraudulent transactions. These models are based
on statistical analysis and can be updated in real time based on new data [68].

Biometric authentication: China UnionPay has implemented biometric authentication
technologies, such as facial recognition and fingerprint scanning, to help prevent fraud by
verifying the identity of customers [69].

Tokenisation: China UnionPay uses Tokenisation to protect customer data and prevent
fraud. Tokenisation involves replacing sensitive data, such as credit card numbers, with
a unique identifier or token, which can be used for transactions without revealing the
original data [70].

3.2.6. EBA Clearing (Germany)

EBA Clearing is a provider of pan-European payment infrastructure. It was founded
in 1998 by a group of major European banks to facilitate the clearing and settlement of
payments across Europe. One of the services EBA Clearing offers is processing SEPA
Credit Transfers (SCTs) and SEPA Direct Debits (SDDs) through its pan-European clearing
platform, EURO1. EURO1 enables banks to settle transactions in real time in EUR in over
30 countries. In addition to its pan-European services, EBA Clearing operates a national
payment switch in Germany called STEP2. STEP2 enables banks to process payments in
Germany and other countries using the SCT and SDD schemes. It is connected to other
European payment systems, allowing banks to exchange payments with other banks across
the continent. As a national payment switch, STEP2 plays a crucial role in Germany’s
payment industry, facilitating the processing of millions of transactions each day. It also
supports the implementation of the Single Euro Payments Area (SEPA), which aims to
harmonise payment systems across Europe and make cross-border payments as easy as
domestic payments [71,72].

To prevent and detect financial fraud, EBA Clearing uses several cognitive computing
tools, including the following:

Risk Management: EBA Clearing uses advanced risk management tools to monitor
and analyse transaction data, identify potential fraud, and prevent fraudulent transactions
from being processed. The system uses algorithms to detect anomalies and suspicious
transactions and can flag transactions for further investigation [73].

Fraud Detection and Prevention: EBA Clearing uses advanced fraud detection and
prevention tools to monitor transactions and identify potential fraud. The system uses
algorithms to analyse transaction data, identify unusual patterns or behaviours, and flag
potential fraud for further investigation [73].

Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning: EBA Clearing uses artificial intelligence
and machine learning to identify and prevent fraudulent transactions. These tools enable
the system to analyse large amounts of data, identify patterns and anomalies, and take
appropriate action to prevent fraud [72].

3.2.7. EFTPOS (Australia)

EFTPOS stands for Electronic Funds Transfer at Point of Sale, a payment system widely
used in Australia. EFTPOS allows customers to pay for goods and services by electronically
transferring funds from their bank account to the merchant’s bank account at the point
of sale. When a customer makes a purchase using EFTPOS, they typically insert their
debit or credit card into a card reader or tap their contactless card or mobile device on a
terminal [74]. The terminal communicates with the customer’s bank, verifying that they
have sufficient funds to cover the purchase. Once the transaction is approved, the funds
are transferred from the customer’s account to the merchants. EFTPOS is widely accepted
in Australia and is a popular payment method for consumers and businesses. EFTPOS
is typically faster and more secure than traditional paper-based payment methods such
as checks. Additionally, EFTPOS transactions are often less expensive for merchants than
credit card transactions, making it a more cost-effective option for small businesses [75].
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Risk Management: EFTPOS uses advanced risk management tools to monitor and
analyse transaction data, identify potential fraud, and prevent fraudulent transactions
from being processed. The system uses algorithms to detect anomalies and suspicious
transactions and can flag transactions for further investigation [76].

Fraud Detection and Prevention: EFTPOS uses advanced fraud detection and preven-
tion tools to monitor transactions and identify potential fraud. The system uses algorithms
to analyse transaction data, identify unusual patterns or behaviours, and flag potential
fraud for further investigation [77].

Tokenisation: EFTPOS uses Tokenisation to protect sensitive payment data such as
bank accounts and credit card numbers. Tokenisation replaces sensitive data with a unique
token, reducing the risk of data breaches and fraud [78].

Two-Factor Authentication: EFTPOS requires users to provide two-factor authentica-
tion for certain transactions, such as adding a new payment account or making a high-value
transaction. Two-factor authentication provides an additional layer of security to prevent
unauthorised transactions [79].

3.2.8. Faster Payments (UK)

Faster Payments is a National Payment Switch in the UK, operated by Faster Payments
Scheme Limited. Faster Payments was launched in 2008 by the Faster Payments Scheme
Limited (FPSL), a company owned and operated by the major UK banks and building
societies. The service is available to customers of most UK banks and building societies
and is used for various purposes, including person-to-person payments, bill payments, and
online purchases. To make a Faster Payment, customers must provide the recipient’s name,
sort code, account number, and payment amount [80]. The payment is then processed
through the Faster Payments system, which transfers the funds from the sender’s bank
account to the recipients in seconds. Faster Payments has become an increasingly popular
payment method in the UK due to its speed, convenience, and availability. It is particularly
useful for urgent payments, such as bill payments or sending money to friends or family
in need. Faster Payments are often cheaper than other payment methods, such as wire
transfers or international payments [81].

To prevent and detect financial fraud, Faster Payments uses several cognitive comput-
ing tools, including the following:

Risk Management: Faster Payments uses advanced risk management tools to monitor
and analyse transaction data, identify potential fraud, and prevent fraudulent transactions
from being processed. The system uses algorithms to detect anomalies and suspicious
transactions and can flag transactions for further investigation [82].

Fraud Detection and Prevention: Faster Payments uses advanced fraud detection and
prevention tools to monitor transactions and identify potential fraud. The system uses
algorithms to analyse transaction data, identify unusual patterns or behaviours, and flag
potential fraud for further investigation [83].

Real-Time Monitoring: Faster Payments provides real-time monitoring of payment
transactions, enabling the system to identify and prevent fraudulent transactions [84].

Tokenisation: Faster Payments protects sensitive payment data such as bank accounts
and card numbers. Tokenisation replaces sensitive data with a unique token, reducing the
risk of data breaches and fraud [85].

3.2.9. Interac (Canada)

Interac is a National Payment Switch in Canada operated by Interac Corp. Interac is
a Canadian payment network that facilitates electronic transactions between banks and
financial institutions in Canada. Interac allows Canadians to securely and quickly send
and receive money, pay bills, and make purchases using their bank accounts. Interac was
founded in 1984 as a non-profit organisation by five major Canadian banks: RBC, CIBC,
Scotiabank, TD Bank, and Desjardins [86]. Today, Interac is a for-profit company owned
by its member financial institutions and has expanded its services to include online and
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mobile payments and international money transfers. Interac operates through various
payment methods, including Interac Debit, which allows Canadians to make point-of-
sale purchases using their debit cards, and Interac e-Transfer, which allows users to send
money electronically to other individuals or businesses in Canada using their email address
or mobile phone number. Interac is widely used in Canada and is considered one of
the country’s most secure and reliable payment systems. It is accepted by millions of
merchants across Canada and used by millions of Canadians for daily financial transactions.
Interac has also expanded its services to include Interac Flash, a contactless payment
method, and Interac Online, allowing Canadians to purchase their debit cards online [87].
To prevent and detect financial fraud, Interac uses several cognitive computing tools,
including the following:

Risk Management: Interac uses advanced risk management tools to monitor and
analyse transaction data, identify potential fraud, and prevent fraudulent transactions
from being processed. The system uses algorithms to detect anomalies and suspicious
transactions, and it can flag transactions for further investigation [87,88].

Fraud Detection and Prevention: Interac uses advanced fraud detection and prevention
tools to monitor transactions and identify potential fraud. The system uses algorithms to
analyse transaction data, identify unusual patterns or behaviours, and flag potential fraud
for further investigation [89].

Biometric Authentication: Interac has implemented biometric authentication for mo-
bile payments, which allows users to authorise payments using their fingerprints or other
biometric data. Biometric authentication provides a secure and convenient way for users to
authorise payments while reducing the risk of fraud [90].

Real-Time Monitoring and Alerting: Real-time monitoring and alerting is a security
measure that provides real-time notifications of suspicious activity or unusual transactions.
Real-time monitoring and alerting can help prevent fraud by enabling quick action to
block fraudulent transactions or freeze user accounts. For example, the Interac payment
system in Canada provides real-time monitoring and alerting to prevent fraud and protect
user accounts [87].

3.2.10. NETS (Singapore)

NETS (Network for Electronic Transfers) is a Singapore-based payment system that
provides electronic payment services for consumers and businesses. NETS was founded
in 1985 as a joint venture between three local banks: DBS Bank, OCBC Bank, and United
Overseas Bank (UOB). NETS allows consumers to make payments for goods and services
using their debit cards, credit cards, or stored-value cards. NETS also operates an electronic
funds transfer service that lets customers transfer funds between bank accounts in real time.
Additionally, NETS provides merchants with various payment solutions, including point-
of-sale terminals, online payment gateways, and mobile payment solutions. NETS is widely
accepted in Singapore and used by millions of consumers and businesses for daily financial
transactions. The company has also expanded its services to include international payments,
partnering with major global payment networks such as Mastercard and UnionPay to allow
NETS cardholders to make payments overseas. NETS has played an important role in
Singapore’s transition to a cashless society, with the government promoting electronic
payments as part of its Smart Nation initiative. NETS has also been involved in several
initiatives to promote financial inclusion, such as providing access to electronic payment
services to low-income households and senior citizens [91,92].

Geo-Location: NETS uses geo-location data to monitor the location of users and
devices, which can help prevent fraudulent transactions. For example, if a user’s mobile
device is in a different location from where the payment is being made, the transaction may
be flagged as suspicious and blocked [93].

Machine Learning: NETS uses machine learning algorithms to analyse transaction data
and identify potential fraud. Machine learning algorithms can quickly and accurately anal-
yse large amounts of data and identify patterns and behaviours that may indicate fraud [94].
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Biometric Authentication: NETS has implemented facial and voice recognition for
mobile payments besides fingerprint authentication. Biometric authentication provides an
additional layer of security by verifying the user’s identity before authorising payment [95].

Three-Dimensional Secure: NETS uses 3-D Secure to provide an additional layer
of security for online transactions. Notably, 3-D Secure requires users to provide an
additional password or code to complete online transactions, which can help prevent
fraudulent transactions [96].

3.2.11. NEXI (Italy)

Nexi is one of Italy’s leading payment service providers, offering various digital
payment solutions for consumers and businesses. NEXI was formed in 2019 following the
merger of two major Italian payment companies, Nexi and SIA. NEXI operates a variety of
payment solutions, including debit and credit card payments, online payments, and mobile
payments. The company also provides point-of-sale terminals to merchants and supports
payments through contactless, QR code, and NFC technology. NEXI also provides various
value-added services such as loyalty programs and fraud prevention solutions. NEXI is
the largest payment technology company in Italy and is used by millions of consumers
and businesses for their daily financial transactions. The company has a strong presence
in the Italian market, with over 300,000 merchants using its payment solutions. NEXI
has also expanded its services to include international payments, partnering with global
payment networks such as Visa and Mastercard to enable its customers to make payments
overseas. NEXI is committed to promoting financial inclusion in Italy and has launched
several initiatives to support underserved communities. For example, the company has
partnered with local authorities to provide payment solutions to unbanked communities
and has launched a range of financial education programs aimed at improving financial
literacy among young people [97]. To prevent and detect financial fraud, Nexi uses several
cognitive computing tools, including the following:

Transaction Monitoring: NEXI uses transaction monitoring tools to analyse data and
identify potential fraud. The system uses algorithms to analyse real-time transaction data
and flag potential fraud for further investigation [98].

Biometric Authentication: NEXI has implemented biometric authentication for mobile
payments, which allows users to authorise payments using their fingerprints. Biometric
authentication provides a secure and convenient way for users to authorise payments while
reducing the risk of fraud [99].

Machine Learning: NEXI uses machine learning algorithms to analyse transaction
data and identify patterns or behaviours that may indicate fraud. The system can detect
anomalies or unusual behaviour and potentially flag fraud for further investigation [100].

3.2.12. NPCI (India)

For India, the most important National Payment Switches are operated by the Na-
tional Payments Corporation of India (NPCI). Here are some of the key systems operated
by NPCI [101,102]:

• UPI (Unified Payments Interface): UPI is a real-time payment system that enables
users to send and receive money using a virtual payment address linked to their bank
account. The system has gained widespread adoption in India due to its ease of use
and convenience.

• IMPS (Immediate Payment Service): IMPS is a real-time interbank electronic fund
transfer system that enables users to transfer money instantly between bank accounts
in India.

• RuPay: RuPay is a domestic card payment network that enables users to make pay-
ments using debit, credit, and prepaid cards. The system competes with international
card networks such as Visa and Mastercard.

• AEPS (Aadhaar Enabled Payment System): AEPS is a payment system that enables
users to make payments using their Aadhaar number and biometric authentication.
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The system is designed to enable financial inclusion for individuals who do not have
access to traditional banking services [103].

UPI Authentication: NPCI uses UPI authentication to ensure secure access to its pay-
ment systems. UPI authentication is a two-factor process requiring users to provide a
PIN or biometric data to access their accounts or complete transactions. UPI authentica-
tion provides an additional layer of security and helps prevent unauthorised access to
user accounts [104].

AI-Powered Fraud Detection: NPCI uses artificial intelligence (AI) to detect and pre-
vent fraud in digital transactions. The AI-powered system can analyse transaction data in
real time and identify suspicious patterns or behaviour that may indicate fraud. The system
can flag potential fraud for further investigation or block fraudulent transactions [105].

Real-Time Monitoring and Alerting: NPCI uses real-time monitoring and alerting to
detect and prevent fraud. The system can monitor transactions in real time and flag poten-
tial fraud for further investigation or block fraudulent transactions. Real-time monitoring
and alerting enable quick action to prevent fraud and protect user accounts [106].

Blockchain Technology: NPCI uses blockchain technology to provide secure and effi-
cient payment services. The blockchain-based payment platform Vajra can facilitate secure
and transparent transactions while reducing the risk of fraud. Blockchain technology pro-
vides a tamper-proof and decentralised system that can ensure the integrity of transactions
and protect user data [107].

3.2.13. NSPK (National System of Payment Cards) (Russia)

NSPK is Russia’s primary National Payment Switch, established by the Central Bank
of Russia in 2014. NSPK provides a centralised infrastructure for processing electronic
payments, including debit and credit card transactions, online payments, and mobile
payments. The system operates on the Mir payment network, designed to provide a secure
and reliable payment infrastructure for individuals and businesses in Russia. Through
advanced security measures and cognitive computing tools, NSPK can prevent and detect
financial fraud and protect the integrity of the Russian payments system. However, specific
details on the cognitive computing tools used by NSPK to prevent/detect financial frauds
are not completely available [108]. The only known used systems are as follows:

Tokenisation: NSPK uses Tokenisation to protect sensitive payment data such as card
numbers and other transactional information. Tokenisation replaces the card number with
a unique token, which is used to process the transaction without exposing sensitive data. It
reduces the risk of data breaches and fraud [109].

Three-Dimensional Secure: NSPK uses the 3D Secure protocol to provide an additional
layer of authentication for online transactions. Notably, 3D Secure requires cardholders to
provide a password or other form of authentication to complete a transaction, reducing the
risk of fraudulent transactions [110].

Fraud Detection and Prevention: NSPK uses advanced fraud detection and prevention
tools to monitor transactions and identify potential fraud. The system uses algorithms to
analyse transaction data, identify unusual patterns or behaviours, and flag potential fraud
for further investigation [111].

Biometric Authentication: NSPK has implemented biometric authentication for mobile
payments, which allows users to authorise payments using their fingerprints or other
biometric data. Biometric authentication provides a secure and convenient way for users to
authorise payments while reducing the risk of fraud [112].

3.2.14. PIX (Brazil)

PIX is Brazil’s primary National Payment Switch, operated by the Brazilian Central
Bank. The system enables real-time transfers of funds between bank accounts in Brazil, and
it handles transactions for a wide range of payment types, including salary payments, loan
disbursements, and commercial payments. PIX is a payment switch in Brazil that facilitates
instant payments and money transfers between individuals and businesses. The Brazilian
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Central Bank manages the system and uses advanced security measures to prevent and
detect financial fraud [113]. Here are the cognitive computing tools used by PIX to prevent
and detect financial fraud, along with a reference for each:

Machine Learning: PIX uses machine learning algorithms to detect and prevent real-time
fraud. The system can analyse transaction data to identify fraud patterns and behaviours and
potentially flag fraud for further investigation or block fraudulent transactions [114].

Behavioural Biometrics: PIX uses behavioural biometrics to authenticate users and
detect potential fraud. The system can analyse user behaviour, such as typing speed and
keystroke dynamics, to identify suspicious activity and prevent unauthorised access to
user accounts [115].

Real-Time Monitoring and Alerting: PIX uses real-time monitoring and alerting to de-
tect and prevent fraud. The system can monitor transactions in real time and flag potential
fraud for further investigation or block fraudulent transactions. Real-time monitoring and
alerting enable quick action to prevent fraud and protect user accounts [116].

3.2.15. SADAD (Saudi Arabia)

SADAD is the primary National Payment Switch in KSA, operated by the Saudi
Arabian Monetary Authority (SAMA). The system provides a centralised infrastructure
for processing electronic payments, including credit and debit card transactions, online
payments, and mobile payments. The SAMA has implemented a machine learning system
to detect and prevent fraudulent transactions in the Saudi Arabian Riyal Interbank Express
(SARIE) system. The system uses machine learning algorithms to analyse transaction data
and identify patterns of fraudulent behaviour. The system has significantly helped the
SAMA reduce fraudulent transactions [117]. Here are the cognitive computing tools used
by SADAD to prevent and detect financial fraud, along with a reference for each:

Fraud Detection and Prevention: SADAD uses advanced fraud detection and preven-
tion tools to monitor transactions and identify potential fraud. The system can analyse
transaction data to identify unusual patterns or behaviours that may indicate fraud and
flag potential fraud for further investigation or block fraudulent transactions [118].

Risk-Based Authentication: SADAD uses risk-based authentication to provide an
additional layer of security for online transactions. The system can analyse transaction
data and user behaviour to assess the risk of a transaction and can require additional
authentication for high-risk transactions. It helps prevent unauthorised access to user
accounts and reduces the risk of fraud [119].

Tokenisation: SADAD uses Tokenisation to protect sensitive payment data, such as
card numbers and other transactional information. Tokenisation replaces the card number
with a unique token, which is used to process the transaction without exposing sensitive
data. It reduces the risk of data breaches and fraud [120].

3.2.16. SNCE (Sistema Nacional de Compensación Electrónica) (Argentina)

SNCE (Sistema Nacional de Compensación Electrónica) is the primary payment switch
in Argentina that facilitates electronic payments and money transfers between individuals
and businesses. The Central Bank of Argentina manages the system and uses advanced
security measures to prevent and detect financial fraud [121]. Here are the cognitive
computing tools used by SNCE to prevent and detect financial fraud, along with a complete
reference for each:

Fraud Detection and Prevention: SNCE uses advanced fraud detection and preven-
tion tools to monitor transactions and identify potential fraud. The system can analyse
transaction data to identify unusual patterns or behaviours that may indicate fraud and
flag potential fraud for further investigation or block fraudulent transactions [121].

Encryption: SNCE uses encryption to protect sensitive payment data such as card
numbers and other transactional information. Encryption ensures that the data are secure
and cannot be intercepted or accessed by unauthorised parties. It reduces the risk of data
breaches and fraud [121].
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Biometric Authentication: SNCE has implemented biometric authentication for mobile
payments, which allows users to authorise payments using their fingerprints or other
biometric data. Biometric authentication provides a secure and convenient way for users to
authorise payments while reducing the risk of fraud [121].

Real-time Monitoring and Alerting: SNCE uses real-time monitoring and alerting to
detect and prevent fraud. The system can monitor transactions in real time and flag poten-
tial fraud for further investigation or block fraudulent transactions. Real-time monitoring
and alerting enable quick action to prevent fraud and protect user accounts [121].

3.2.17. SPEI (Sistema de Pagos Electrónicos Interbancarios) (Mexico)

SPEI (Sistema de Pagos Electrónicos Interbancarios) is a real-time electronic payment
system in Mexico that allows individuals and businesses to transfer funds between bank
accounts. SPEI is operated by the Banco de México, the country’s central bank, and is
available to customers of most Mexican banks. SPEI is designed to facilitate secure, fast,
and efficient electronic transactions and is widely used in Mexico for various purposes,
including bill payments, online purchases, and person-to-person payments. To make an
SPEI transfer, customers must provide the recipient’s bank account number, CLABE (Clave
Bancaria Estandarizada), and the payment amount. The funds are transferred instantly and
are available in the recipient’s account within seconds. SPEI is considered one of Mexico’s
most reliable and secure payment systems and has been important in promoting financial
inclusion. The system has also helped to reduce the use of cash and promote a cashless
economy, which has been a key priority for the Mexican government in recent years. SPEI is
also used for large-value payments, such as interbank transfers and government payments.
The system is linked to other international payment systems, such as SWIFT, allowing for
international payments to and from Mexico [122].

To prevent and detect financial fraud, SPEI uses several cognitive computing tools,
including the following:

Two-factor authentication: SPEI requires two-factor authentication for all transactions.
Users must provide two forms of identification, such as a password and a security token or
a biometric authentication method, to complete a transaction. Two-factor authentication
is an effective security measure that helps prevent unauthorised access to accounts and
fraudulent transactions [123].

Encryption: SPEI uses advanced encryption technology to protect sensitive data, such
as account numbers, passwords, and other transactional data, from unauthorised access.
Encryption ensures that data transmitted through the system is secure and cannot be
intercepted by hackers or other unauthorised parties [124].

Transaction monitoring: SPEI uses advanced transaction monitoring tools to identify
potential fraud and prevent fraudulent transactions from being processed. The system uses
algorithms to analyse transaction data, identify unusual patterns or behaviours, and flag
potential fraud for further investigation [124].

Anomaly detection: SPEI uses anomaly detection algorithms to identify unusual patterns
or behaviours that may indicate fraud. These algorithms use machine learning to analyse
large amounts of data and identify patterns associated with fraudulent activities. When an
anomaly is detected, the system can flag the transaction for further investigation [124].

3.2.18. STET (France)

STET is the primary National Payment Switch in France, operated by STET. The
system provides a centralised infrastructure for processing electronic payments, including
credit and debit card transactions, online payments, and mobile payments. STET is a
payment switch in France that facilitates electronic payments and money transfers between
individuals and businesses. Six major French banks manage the system and use advanced
security measures to prevent and detect financial fraud [125]. Here are the cognitive
computing tools used by STET to prevent and detect financial fraud, along with a reference
for each:
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Fraud Detection and Prevention: STET uses advanced fraud detection and prevention
tools to monitor transactions and identify potential fraud. The system can analyse trans-
action data to identify unusual patterns or behaviours that may indicate fraud and flag
potential fraud for further investigation or block fraudulent transactions [126].

Real-time Monitoring and Alerting: STET uses real-time monitoring and alerting to
detect and prevent fraud. The system can monitor transactions in real time and flag poten-
tial fraud for further investigation or block fraudulent transactions. Real-time monitoring
and alerting enable quick action to prevent fraud and protect user accounts [126].

Biometric Authentication: STET has implemented biometric authentication for mobile
payments, which allows users to authorise payments using their fingerprints or other
biometric data. Biometric authentication provides a secure and convenient way for users to
authorise payments while reducing the risk of fraud [126].

Tokenisation: STET uses Tokenisation to protect sensitive payment data such as card
numbers and other transactional information. Tokenisation replaces the card number with
a unique token, which is used to process the transaction without exposing sensitive data. It
reduces the risk of data breaches and fraud [126].

3.2.19. UAEFTS (UAE Funds Transfer System) (United Arab Emirates)

UAEFTS (United Arab Emirates Funds Transfer System) is a national payment system
that facilitates electronic funds transfers between banks in the United Arab Emirates (UAE).
UAEFTS was launched in 1995 and is operated by the UAE Central Bank, the country’s
central bank. UAEFTS is designed to enable secure and efficient electronic transactions
and is widely used in the UAE for various purposes, including interbank transfers, bill
payments, and online purchases. The system is available to customers of all banks in
the UAE and supports both AED (United Arab Emirates Dirham) and foreign currency
transactions. To make a UAEFTS transfer, customers must provide the recipient’s bank
account number, IBAN (International Bank Account Number), and the payment amount.
The funds are transferred electronically from the sender’s bank account to the recipient’s.
The transfer typically takes a few hours to process but can be completed in real time if the
banks involved have signed up for the system’s real-time payment service. UAEFTS is
considered one of the UAE’s most reliable and secure payment systems and has played an
important role in promoting the country’s transition to a cashless economy [127,128]. The
system has also helped facilitate international trade and commerce, supporting local and
cross-border payments.

Top of Form
Bottom of Form
To prevent and detect financial fraud, UAEFTS uses several cognitive computing tools,

including the following:
Transaction Monitoring: UAEFTS uses advanced transaction monitoring tools to

identify potential fraud and prevent fraudulent transactions from being processed. The
system uses algorithms to analyse transaction data, identify unusual patterns or behaviours,
and flag potential fraud for further investigation [129].

Risk Assessment: UAEFTS uses risk assessment models to analyse the risk associated
with each transaction and customer. By analysing various factors, such as transaction
history, customer behaviour, and other variables, UAEFTS can assess the likelihood of
fraud and take appropriate action to prevent it [130].

Data Visualisation: UAEFTS uses data visualisation tools to provide its analysts
with a clear and concise data representation. By using interactive dashboards and visual
data representations, analysts can quickly identify potential fraud and take action to
prevent it [131].
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3.3. Initial Code Generation

The following step of the thematic analysis methodology involves generating Initial
Codes to map the findings with the recurring and non-recurring cognitive computing
measures/techniques adopted by the National Payment Switches analysed.

At this stage, all codes are allocated only by following their alphabetic order before
being grouped in clusters later on, all codes are matched in Table 2 below.

Table 2. Initial Codification Cognitive Computing Tools used by National Payment Switches worldwide.

3-D Secure CC-01

Advanced Data Analytics CC-02

AI-Powered Fraud Detection CC-03

Anomaly Detection CC-04

Behavioural Biometrics CC-05

Biometric Authentication CC-06

Blockchain Technology CC-07

Data Analytics for trend analysis CC-08

Data Visualisation CC-09

Encryption CC-10

Fraud Detection Rules and Models CC-11

Fraud Prevention CC-12

Geo-Localisation CC-13

ML Algorithms CC-14

ML-based Anomaly Detection CC-15

Network Analysis CC-16

NLP (Natural Language Processing) CC-17

Predictive Analytics CC-18

Real-Time Alerting CC-19

Real-Time Transaction Monitoring CC-20

Risk Assessment CC-21

Risk Management CC-22

Risk-Based Authentication CC-23

Tokenisation CC-24

Two-Factor Authentication CC-25

UPI Authentication CC-26

User Behaviour Analysis CC-27

Table 3 below summarises the findings.
Given the above results, interesting patterns and conclusions can be identified:
Most national payment switches use a combination of risk management, fraud de-

tection and prevention, and authentication measures to secure their systems and prevent
financial fraud.

Machine learning and artificial intelligence (AI) are commonly used to detect and
prevent fraud across various national payment switches.

Biometric authentication, such as fingerprint or facial recognition, is becoming increas-
ingly popular as a secure and convenient way to authenticate transactions and reduce the
risk of fraud.
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Table 3. Findings Summary: Cognitive Computing Tools used by National Payment Switches worldwide.

National Payment Switch Country Codes Cognitive Computing Tools Used

ACH USA CC-21; CC-22; CC-04, CC-16,
CC-27

Risk management and assessment models,
Anomaly detection, Network analysis, User

behaviour analysis

Bancontact Belgium CC-14; CC-05; CC-17; CC-16;
CC-18

Machine learning algorithms, Behavioural
biometrics, Natural Language Processing (NLP),

Network analysis, Predictive analytics

BKM Express Türkiye CC-22; CC-11; CC-12; CC-06;
CC-25

Risk Management, Fraud Detection and
Prevention, Biometric Authentication,

Two-Factor Authentication

BPAY Australia CC-15; CC-17; CC-08; CC-20

Machine learning-based anomaly detection,
Natural language processing (NLP) for customer

support, Data analytics for trend analysis,
Real-time transaction monitoring

China UnionPay China CC-02; CC-11; CC-06; CC-24
Advanced data analytics and machine learning,

Fraud detection rules and models, Biometric
authentication, Tokenisation

EBA Clearing—STEP2 Germany CC-22; CC-11; CC-12; CC-03;
CC-14

Risk Management, Fraud Detection and
Prevention, AI/ML

EFTPOS Australia CC-22; CC-11; CC-12; CC-24;
CC-25

Risk Management, Fraud Detection and
Prevention, Tokenisation,

Two-Factor Authentication

Faster Payments UK CC-22; CC-11; CC-12; CC-20;
CC-24

Risk Management, Fraud Detection and
Prevention, Real-Time Monitoring, Tokenisation

Interac Canada CC-22; CC-11; CC-12; CC-06;
CC-20

Risk Management, Fraud Detection and
Prevention, Biometric Authentication,

Real-Time Monitoring

NETS Singapore CC-13; CC-14; CC-06; CC-01 Geo-Location, Machine Learning, Biometric
Authentication, 3-D Secure

Nexi Italy CC-20; CC-06; CC-14 Transaction Monitoring, Biometric
Authentication, Machine Learning

NPCI India CC-26; CC-03; CC-20; CC-07
UPI Authentication, AI-Powered Fraud

Detection, Real-Time Monitoring and Alerting,
Blockchain Technology

NSPK Russia CC-24; CC-01; CC-11; CC-12;
CC-06

Tokenisation, 3D Secure, Fraud Detection and
Prevention, Biometric Authentication

PIX Brazil CC-14; CC05; CC-20 Machine Learning, Behavioural Biometrics,
Real-Time Monitoring

SADAD KSA CC-11; CC-12; CC-23; CC-24;
CC-14

Fraud Detection and Prevention, Risk-Based
Authentication, Tokenisation, Machine Learning

(SARIE system)

SNCE Argentina CC-11; CC-12; CC-10; CC-06;
CC-19; CC-20

Fraud Detection and Prevention, Encryption,
Biometric Authentication, Real-time Monitoring

and Alerting

SPEI Mexico CC-25; CC-10; CC-20; CC-04 Two-factor authentication, encryption,
transaction monitoring, anomaly detection

STET France CC-11; CC-12; CC-19; CC-20;
CC-06; CC-24

Fraud Detection and Prevention, Real-time
Monitoring and Alerting, Biometric

Authentication, Tokenisation

UAEFTS United Arab Emirates CC-20; CC-21; CC-09 Transaction Monitoring, Risk Assessment,
Data Visualisation

Tokenisation, the process of replacing sensitive data with a unique token, is used by
several national payment switches to protect sensitive payment data and reduce the risk of
data breaches and fraud.

Real-time monitoring and alerting are essential for detecting and preventing fraud
in electronic payment systems. Several national payment switches use this approach to
monitor real-time transactions and quickly take action to prevent fraud.
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Some national payment switches use natural language processing (NLP) and data
analytics to improve customer support and trend analysis.

Different national payment switches use different combinations of cognitive com-
puting tools to secure their systems and prevent fraud, which suggests that there is no
one-size-fits-all approach to preventing financial fraud.

In particular, it is possible to observe the frequencies in Table 4.

Table 4. Frequency Cognitive Computing Tools used by National Payment Switches worldwide.

Codes Freq Codes Freq

CC-11 (Fraud Detection Rules and Models) 10 CC-19 (Real-Time Alerting) 2

CC-20 (Real-Time Transaction Monitoring) 10 CC-21 (Risk Assessment) 2

CC-12 (Fraud Prevention) 9 CC-02 (Advanced data analytics) 1

CC-06 (Biometric Authentication) 8 CC-05 (Behavioural Biometrics) 1

CC-14 (ML Algorithms) 6 CC-07 (Blockchain Technology) 1

CC-22 (Risk Management) 6 CC-08 (Data analytics for trend analysis) 1

CC-24 (Tokenisation) 6 CC-09 (Data Visualisation) 1

CC-25 (Two-Factor Authentication) 3 CC-13 (Geo-Localisation) 1

CC-01 (3-D Secure) 2 CC-15 (ML-based Anomaly Detection) 1

CC-03 (AI-Powered Fraud Detection) 2 CC-18 (Predictive analytics) 1

CC-04 (Anomaly detection) 2 CC-23 (Risk-Based Authentication) 1

CC-10 (Encryption) 2 CC-26 (UPI Authentication) 1

CC-16 (Network Analysis) 2 CC-27 (User behaviour analysis) 1

CC-17 (Natural Language Processing (NLP)) 2

The table shows the frequency of various cognitive computing tools used in detecting
financial fraud within National Payment Switches (NPSs). It provides valuable insights into
the popularity and effectiveness of various cognitive computing tools in detecting financial
fraud within NPSs and can be used to guide future research and development in this field.
The most popular cognitive computing tools for detecting financial fraud within NPSs,
as shown in the table, are CC-11 (Fraud Detection Rules and Models), CC-20 (Real-Time
Transaction Monitoring), CC-12 (Fraud Prevention), and CC-06 (Biometric Authentication).
The popularity of these tools can be attributed to their effectiveness in detecting and
preventing fraud, ease of implementation, and ability to integrate with existing financial
infrastructure. For example, Fraud Detection Rules and Models (CC-11) enable NPSs
to set up specific rules and models to identify potential fraudulent transactions, while
Real-Time Transaction Monitoring (CC-20) allows NPSs to monitor transactions in real time
for any suspicious activity. Biometric Authentication (CC-06) is a highly secure method
of verifying user identities and can help prevent fraudulent transactions by ensuring that
only authorised users can access NPSs.

On the other hand, the least popular cognitive computing tools for detecting financial
fraud within NPSs are CC-02 (Advanced data analytics), CC-05 (Behavioural Biometrics),
CC-07 (Blockchain Technology), CC-08 (Data analytics for trend analysis), CC-09 (Data
Visualisation), CC-13 (Geo-Localisation), CC-15 (ML-based Anomaly Detection), CC-18
(Predictive analytics), CC-23 (Risk-Based Authentication), CC-26 (UPI Authentication),
and CC-27 (User behaviour analysis). The lack of popularity of these tools may be due to
several factors, including their complexity, high cost of implementation, and the need for
an understanding of their potential benefits. For example, advanced data analytics (CC-02)
and data analytics for trend analysis (CC-08) require a significant amount of data and
expertise to implement and may not be practical for smaller NPSs with limited resources.
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Blockchain technology (CC-07) may be perceived as too complex or too early for practical
implementation in many NPSs.

3.4. Search for Themes—Codes Grouping

The rationale behind grouping the above tools and techniques into themes is to
provide a more structured and comprehensive understanding of the various aspects of
fraud detection and prevention in the context of National and International Payment
Switches. Each theme represents a distinct area of focus or objective that contributes to the
overall goal of safeguarding financial transactions. The groups are as follows:

� Fraud Detection and Prevention (Tout Court): This group brings together tools and
techniques to identify, monitor, and prevent fraudulent activities in payment systems.
These tools help financial institutions detect and respond to potential fraud in real
time, thereby reducing the likelihood of financial loss and enhancing the security of
transactions. By combining rules and models with advanced detection methods, such
as anomaly detection and AI-powered solutions, this group emphasises the proactive
aspect of fraud management.

� Authentication and Security: This group’s primary objective is to ensure users’ au-
thenticity and secure their financial transactions. By utilising various authentication
techniques such as biometrics, two-factor authentication, and risk-based authentica-
tion, this theme aims to create a secure environment for financial transactions. En-
cryption and 3-D Secure further strengthen transaction security, making it difficult for
malicious actors to compromise sensitive information or impersonate legitimate users.

� Machine Learning and Advanced Analytics: This group leverages machine learning
and advanced analytics to enhance fraud detection and prevention capabilities. With
the increasing volume and complexity of financial data, these tools play a crucial role
in identifying subtle patterns of fraudulent behaviour, making predictions, and adapt-
ing to emerging trends. This theme highlights the value of data-driven insights in
combating financial fraud by utilising advanced techniques such as natural language
processing and user behaviour analysis.

� Risk Management and Assessment: The tools and techniques in this group aim to
identify, assess, and manage risks associated with financial transactions. By conduct-
ing network analysis, risk assessment, and data analytics for trend analysis, financial
institutions can gain a deeper understanding of the potential vulnerabilities in their
systems and take appropriate measures to mitigate them. Data visualisation further
supports this process by clearly representing risks and trends, enabling informed
decision making.

� Data Protection and Privacy: This theme focuses on safeguarding sensitive financial
data and ensuring users’ privacy. Tokenisation and blockchain technology are key
tools in this group that help protect sensitive information from being intercepted
or misused. Geo-localisation adds a layer of security by identifying the geographi-
cal location of users, which can help detect potential fraud if transactions originate
from unexpected or high-risk locations. Overall, this group emphasises the impor-
tance of data protection and user privacy in maintaining trust and confidence in the
financial system.

3.5. Producing the Report

The digital age has brought about significant advancements in financial technology,
with an increasing need for robust security and authentication measures. In order to
ensure the authenticity of users and secure financial transactions, five key themes have
been identified: Fraud Detection and Prevention (tout court), Authentication and Security,
Machine Learning and Advanced Analytics, Risk Management and Assessment, and
data protection and privacy. The indicators are reported in Table 5 below, showing that
in the observed cases, the most recurring measures adopted by the National Switches
observed are those grouped in the “Fraud Detection and Prevention Cluster”, namely, Fraud
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detection Rules and Models, Fraud Prevention, and Real-Time Transaction Monitoring.
These measures highlight the importance of proactive fraud detection and prevention
strategies for maintaining security and trust in the financial sector. The most under-
processed cluster is the one related to data protection and privacy, which accounts for
the lowest number of measures adopted and frequency among NPSs. This fact could be
attributed to several factors: lack of awareness: Some NPSs might not fully recognise
the importance of data protection and privacy in maintaining trust and security in the
financial ecosystem. As a result, they might not prioritise these measures in their security
strategies; limited resources: NPSs might face constraints in terms of budget, workforce,
or technical expertise, which could limit their ability to implement comprehensive data
protection and privacy measures; regulatory environment: the regulatory environment
and legal frameworks in some jurisdictions might not mandate or emphasise the need for
robust data protection and privacy measures, leading to their under-adoption among NPSs;
and complexity: Implementing data protection and privacy measures, such as tokenisation
and blockchain technology, can be complex and require specialised expertise. Some NPSs
might struggle to navigate these complexities and opt for simpler security measures.

Table 5. Theme Groups for Computing Tools Used by National Payment Switches Worldwide
(Own Elaboration).

Codes Freq Groups

CC-01 (3-D Secure) 2 Authentication and Security

CC-05 (Behavioural Biometrics) 1 Authentication and Security

CC-06 (Biometric Authentication) 8 Authentication and Security

CC-10 (Encryption) 2 Authentication and Security

CC-23 (Risk-Based Authentication) 1 Authentication and Security

CC-25 (Two-Factor Authentication) 3 Authentication and Security

CC-26 (UPI Authentication) 1 Authentication and Security

CC-07 (Blockchain Technology) 1 Data Protection and Privacy

CC-13 (Geo-Localisation) 1 Data Protection and Privacy

CC-24 (Tokenisation) 6 Data Protection and Privacy

CC-03 (AI-Powered Fraud Detection) 2 Fraud Detection and Prevention

CC-04 (Anomaly detection) 2 Fraud Detection and Prevention

CC-11 (Fraud Detection Rules and Models) 10 Fraud Detection and Prevention

CC-12 (Fraud Prevention) 9 Fraud Detection and Prevention

CC-19 (Real-Time Alerting) 2 Fraud Detection and Prevention

CC-20 (Real-Time Transaction Monitoring) 10 Fraud Detection and Prevention

CC-02 (Advanced data analytics) 1 Machine Learning and Advanced Analytics

CC-14 (ML Algorithms) 6 Machine Learning and Advanced Analytics

CC-15 (ML-based Anomaly Detection) 1 Machine Learning and Advanced Analytics

CC-17 (Natural Language Processing (NLP)) 2 Machine Learning and Advanced Analytics

CC-18 (Predictive Analytics) 1 Machine Learning and Advanced Analytics

CC-27 (User behaviour analysis) 1 Machine Learning and Advanced Analytics

CC-08 (Data analytics for trend analysis) 1 Risk Management and Assessment

CC-09 (Data Visualisation) 1 Risk Management and Assessment

CC-16 (Network Analysis) 2 Risk Management and Assessment

CC-21 (Risk Assessment) 2 Risk Management and Assessment

CC-22 (Risk Management) 6 Risk Management and Assessment
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4. Discussion and Recommendations

Policy recommendations and collaborations are feasible for National Payment Switches.
National Payment Switches could collaborate and share best practices for preventing and
detecting financial fraud by sharing information about cognitive computing tools and other
security measures and protocols. Collaborating this way could help National Payment
Switches stay up to date with the latest security technologies and strategies. NPSs could
work together to develop and implement industry standards for payment security. By
establishing common standards for security measures, National Payment Switches could
ensure that all payments processed through their systems meet a consistent level of security.
They could collaborate on research projects to advance the field of payment security by
conducting joint research studies or sharing data for analysis. Collaboration could lead
to a better understanding of emerging threats and develop new security strategies. NPSs
could advocate for government support for payment security initiatives by lobbying for
funding for the research and development of new security technologies or advocating for
policies that promote the adoption of secure payment technologies. They could provide
an extended network to provide training and education for their staff and customers by
sharing training materials and best practices or developing joint training programs. It could
help ensure that staff and customers have the knowledge and skills needed to prevent and
detect financial fraud.

In addition to the policy recommendations and collaborations mentioned, National
Payment Switches could also work towards developing a standardised reporting system
for fraudulent activities. For example, by developing a uniform set of definitions for fraud,
standardising the reporting format, and implementing a centralised database for tracking
and analysing fraudulent activities. By sharing this information with other National
Payment Switches, they could work together to identify trends and patterns in fraudulent
activities, which could lead to the development of new and more effective security measures.
Another important area for collaboration is in the field of cybersecurity. National Payment
Switches could work together to establish best practices for protecting their systems against
cyberattacks, such as sharing information about emerging threats and developing strategies
for preventing and responding to cyberattacks.

In particular, it is necessary to consider that among the consequences of under-
processing the data protection and privacy cluster may include increased vulnerability:
NPSs with inadequate data protection and privacy measures could be more susceptible to
data breaches, identity theft, and other cyberattacks; loss of trust: a failure to protect user
data adequately could lead to a loss of trust among consumers and financial institutions,
impacting the adoption and usage of these payment systems; regulatory penalties: in
regions with stringent data protection and privacy regulations, NPSs that do not comply
with the required standards may face fines, penalties, or other legal consequences; and
competitive disadvantage: NPSs that do not prioritise data protection and privacy might
struggle to compete with more secure alternatives, potentially leading to a loss of market
share. In this sense, most of the NPS should focus more on improving their data protection
and privacy to meet international standards that might be more stringent than their pairs,
especially if they need to engage with international transactions.

Given the analysis of the five key themes in financial technology security, one impor-
tant recommendation would be to enhance collaboration and information sharing among
National Switches and other financial institutions. By fostering a collaborative environ-
ment, organisations can pool resources, share best practices, and learn from each other’s
experiences in implementing effective fraud detection and prevention measures and other
security strategies. This collaborative approach can help improve the overall security
and resilience of the financial ecosystem by enabling faster identification and response to
emerging threats, closing gaps in security measures, and promoting a more comprehensive
understanding of the challenges and opportunities in the digital age. Additionally, collabo-
ration can facilitate the development of standardised protocols and guidelines across the
industry, further strengthening the security posture of all involved parties.
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Finally, National Payment Switches could collaborate with other stakeholders, such
as financial institutions (including International Payment Switches), merchants, and con-
sumers, to promote awareness about payment security. The best outcome could be achieved
by developing educational campaigns, providing resources for merchants to secure their
payment systems, and working with consumers to promote safe payment practices.

5. Conclusions

National Payment Switches (NPSs) are critical in facilitating secure and efficient
electronic transactions, essential in today’s increasingly digital world. The article highlights
the importance of cognitive computing tools in preventing and detecting financial fraud,
a significant concern for NPSs. Cognitive computing tools such as machine learning,
biometric authentication, real-time monitoring, and transaction monitoring, among others,
have helped NPSs stay ahead of emerging threats and maintain the integrity of their
payment systems. Collaboration among NPSs can improve payment security by sharing
best practices, developing industry standards, conducting joint research, and advocating
for government support for payment security initiatives. This article demonstrates the
pervasive role cognitive computing plays in securing payment systems and highlights the
potential benefits of collaboration among NPSs in safeguarding against fintech fraud. The
nineteen cases analysed provide empirical evidence on patterns and common practices
adopted by NPSs and contributed to designing coherent and insightful recommendations.

Potential limitations of this article might be related to a limited scope and potentially
outdated information. Information on the topic might not be up-to-date, as fintech and
cognitive computing are rapidly evolving fields, and some features and applications might
not be disclosed for security reasons (the NPSs will waste a competitive advantage against
fraudsters if they completely share their techniques).

In terms of future research, additional results can be provided by including the follow-
ing: success rate of cognitive computing tools: analysing the success rate and the efficiency
of cognitive computing tools in detecting and preventing fraudulent transactions across
the 19 real-world cases; reduction in false positives: evaluating the reduction in false posi-
tives, which can lead to improved customer experience and reduced operational costs for
financial institutions; cross-border fraud detection: evaluating the effectiveness of cognitive
computing in detecting fraud that spans across multiple jurisdictions and how it can aid in
international collaboration against financial crime; regulatory compliance: analysing the im-
pact of cognitive computing on meeting regulatory requirements for financial institutions,
such as anti-money laundering (AML) and combating the financing of terrorism (CFT)
regulations; integration with existing systems: examining the challenges and opportunities
in integrating cognitive computing tools with existing financial infrastructure and the
extent of collaboration required between financial institutions, technology providers, and
regulators; privacy and security concerns: addressing the potential privacy and security
risks associated with using cognitive computing for fraud detection and identifying the
best practices for safeguarding customer data; and future trends: identifying emerging
trends in cognitive computing and financial fraud detection and predicting how they may
shape the future of NPSs and financial institutions in their fight against financial fraud.

In conclusion, this research highlights the critical role of cognitive computing tools
in preventing and detecting financial fraud within National Payment Switches (NPSs),
and provides insights for future research in evaluating the success rate, cross-border fraud
detection, regulatory compliance, integration with existing systems, privacy and security
concerns, and emerging trends in this rapidly evolving field.
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